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Lobbying may impact proposed budget

ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BC News
A long road lies ahead of the
University as the state budget
proposal attempts to put a damper on the funds of higher education.
But according to University
President Sidney Ribeau, the
budget proposal can be turned
around with the help of the campus community.
The current proposal offers
the University a 2.3 percent increase next year and a 1.7 percent increase the following year,
nearly four percent less than was
requested by the Ohio Board of
Regents.

"The effort now is to
lobby..." r..
n.u

Sidney Ribeau

The proposed state budget allows higher education a 3.4 and
3.7 percent increases, respectively; however, the money is allocated through a system based
upon enrollment numbers and
size.
Ribeau said the increases given to the University are well below the inflation rate, which
translates into a budgetary cut.
"It's really bad because of the
formula," Ribeau said. "Those
numbers aren't a reality and we

know for certain that mandatory
cost adjustments will be at minimum three percent."
Ribeau compared the budget
adjustments to the deficit Ohio
faced in 1991. He said the University had to face harsh cuts because of the lack of resources in
the state.
The difference between the
current situation, Ribeau said, is
that Ohio has a aurpiuaof money
that could be used to support
higher education.
He said the proposed budget
concentrates on supporting K-12
education, prisons and health
care.
"There's no reason for higher
education not to get closer to

Speaker calls
for changes
By CHARLOTTE WADE
The BCNews
African-American poet,
playwright and essayist Amiri
Baraka challenged students,
faculty and staff when he
visited the University
Wednesday.
Baraka, former head of
Africana Studies at the State
University of New York, came
to Bowling Green as a guest of
the Ethnic Studies department. During his speech on
"Revolutionary Art and Culture," Baraka challenged students to raise their "level of
consciousness." He said students need to move beyond
what they are assigned in
class.
"Most of you will never
think," Baraka said. "That is
the challenge: getting you to
think and draw analogies."
Baraka encouraged students
of color to use their education
to pay back those who fought
for the rights of minorities.
"You are not here because
you are smart," he said. "You
are • here because people
struggled."
An audience member asked
the poet about what students
should be doing with tnis newfound knowledge that they are
receiving. Baraka called for
the overthrow of capitalism.
"I am a communist and I
will admit it," he said. "Capitalism has never served black
people, and not very many

white people."
Baraka also questioned
democracy, stating that corporations run the United
States.
"Why can they cut all you
working class students out of
jobs and scholarships?" he
said. "Even the so-called
founding fathers didn't want
big business to run the
government."
Despite Baraka's cynicism
about democracy, he encouraged students to continue to
work toward freedom.
"Either you are involved in
that struggle for democracy
or you're against it," Baraka
said.
Baraka said if he could lend
one piece of advice to President Clinton it would be to
enact full reparations for
slavery. Baraka believes that
black Americans should
receive 244 years of education
and socialization for repayment of 244 years of slave rv.
"Once you educate the people, you can't hold them
down," Baraka said.
Glenn Jones, a sophomore
telecommunications major,
agreed with Baraka's call for
reparations.
"Everyone has truly been
affected by this [government's] irresponsibility,"
Jones said.
Amera Ahmed, a sophomore
English major, said that Bara• See BARAKA, page four.

their original request because
there's money available," Ribeau
said. "It's not good for the state
to have higher education in a position where they can't create
quality programs."
He said the proposed numbers
will not become a reality for the
University if students and faculty continue lobbying efforts in
Columbus.
Charles Middleton, vice president of academic affairs and
provost, explained students can
be very influential in attaining
more money for the University.
"We have to continue to make
the case that high quality college
education for the citizens of Ohio
is essential to the vitality and

well-being of the economy of the
state," Middleton said. "We need
to continue to make the case on
the basis of the importance of
higher education to the future
well-being of Ohio."
The budget should be finalized
by May, Middleton said. He explained it is difficult to speculate
how the currently proposed budget would affect the University.
He explained a number of variables could affect the final University budget.
"It's way too early to speculate
on what it would mean because
the budget is not just based upon
those considerations - there are
so many variables," Middleton
said. "Little changes in assump-

tion have big impacts. So we're
hanging on."
Ribeau said once students realize the importance of the issue to
them and start lobbying to their
state representatives for a
change, it should not be difficult
to change the minds of legislators.
"The effort now is to lobby, to
work with and to try to explain
this to the state legislators,"
Ribeau said. "That's very important because politicians respond
to the concerns of their constituents. They hear from [administrators] all the time so they
kind of tune us out, but from students and parents they will
listen."

Out of Hibernation

Joe Wilkins (left), freshman, and Tim Odenweller (right), computer
science major, take advantage of the warm weather Tuesday to

play roller-hockey.
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USG holds diversity discussion
By KEITH COOK
The BCNews
The Undergraduate Student
Government sponsored a panel
discussion dealing with issues of
diversity Monday night in Olscamp Hall.
The purpose of the panel discussion was, "to motivate legislation for issues of diversity," according to Phllana Boles, USG
cabinet member and coordinator
of multicultural affairs.

Students and faculty panelists
had an opportunity to better understand the need for diversity
and offer ways to promote diversity on the University campus
and in their own lives.
"We [BGSU's population] dont
feel diversity," said Manuel Vadillo, associate director of the office of multicultural affairs. "It's
hard to adopt a sense of diversity
for those who don't interact with
those who are different"
Assistant Professor of Ethnic

Studies, Shirley Jackson, has
studied all over the country and
views her experiences as, "a
good thing and wouldn't trade it
for the world."
"Diversity is different everywhere you go. BGSU's meaning
of diversity is different than
somewhere else," Jackson said.
Jackson encouraged those who
have encountered diversity to
"promote the idea to your peers."
Pauline Karuri, a sophomore
management and information

systems and finance major and a
member of the African People
Association said, "Diversity is an
issue everyone in this country
deals with."
Karuri said she will promote
the idea of diversity by "sharing
what I know with others."
Boles hoped that participants
in the panel discussion will leave
with "a sense of hope that we as
leaders on this campus can make
a difference and the inspiration
to make that difference."

Clinton limits campaign fund-raising
The Associated Press
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Amiri Baraka, former head of Africana Studies at the State University of New York, spoke to students Wednesday about "raising their levels of consciousness."

WASHINGTON - Despite
White House assertions to the
contrary, President Clinton has
the power to punish Democratic
campaign committees that refuse to honor his call for voluntary fund-raising limits.
But having the Democratic
National Committee exercise its
legal authority over the party's
House and Senate campaign

committees would be an extraordinary step, one that likely would
trigger a revolt within the party.
It is not considered a serious option by Clinton advisers, who
were warned in advance that
there would be Democratic dissent with the president's proposal.
A month ago, Clinton announced the DNC would no
longer accept any money from
U.S.-based subsidiaries of for-

eign corporations, even though
such contributions are legal.
Clinton also said the DNC
would put a voluntary cap of
$100,000 a year on donations
from corporations, labor unions
and wealthy contributors. Clinton called on Republicans to follow suit, but the GOP labeled
Clinton's announcement a ploy
designed to divert attention from
questionable fund raising to support his re-election campaign.

More difficult for the White
House to explain have been the
pointed snubs from within the
president's own party. The Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee and the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee, which channel millions of
dollars to Senate and House
campaigns, respectively, have
refused to embrace the limits. So
has the Democratic Governors
Association.
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How many faces do you have on?
We line alone, we die alone.
Everything else Is self-dllluslon.
-Peter David
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This is your world In which we
grow
And we will grow to hate you
-Marilyn Manson
My eyes turned glassy, my Jaw
fell wide open, and my head slowly
sank to the table.
"Not you too." I muttered to
myself.
As my head rested on the table I
heard a voice asking me something
to the extent of "Are you OK,
Aaron?" It didn't matter, though.
Within the last thirty seconds my
whole world view had been
shattered...for what was perhaps
the final time.
As the two of us sat at the
Denny's booth, my mind drifted
back to different times...or at least
to times that I thought were
different.
My freshman year of high school
was a very Interesting, as well as
very awkward, year for me. Most of
my true friends (as oppossed to the
classmates I spoke to every day In
class) were either In eighth grade,
and hence si ill at the Junior high,
or seniors, and hence not In most
of my classes.
I did have one true friend In my
grade, however, whose name was
"Anastasla." Not only was
Anastasla in a number of my
classes, but she also lived within
walking (and skateboarding)
distance of my house, which was
Incredibly convenient considering
the fact that neither of us had our
driver's licences yet,.
Ahhh. yes. Anastasla and I
would hang-out together almost
everyday, sometimes planning
world domination, sometimes
listening to the Sex Pistols or Red
Hot Chill Peppers, sometimes
arguing for three hours straight
about meaningless topics and
Issues...and life was good.
Anastasla belonged to the kind

of family that moved often, and
as a result of this she had
friends in many of the school
dlsrlcts surrounding
Perrysburg. Well, one day when
I called Anastasla to see If she
wanted to hang out. she
exlctedly told me about a friend
of hers named "Sunny" that she
wanted to Introduce me to.
"Uh...OK." I said as 1 hung up
the phone, slipped on my
flngerless leather gloves and
strolled out of my house,
skateboard In hand.
In the days and weeks that
followed. Sunny quickly became
a member of the exclusive
comradery Anastasla and I had.
Before too long Sunny and I
even began to have a limited
friendship outside of Anastasla.
Unbeknownst to me at the
time, however. Anastasla wasn't
too thrilled with this idea.
Regardless, time marched on
(as It always does), and with the
change In the weather came
relocation plans for Anastasia's
household. This time, however.
Anastasla was going to be
moving out of the state.
Ouch.
Yeah, our last meeting
together was kind of emotional
and sappy, but hey. what else
would you expect between two
friends, right? As I was leaving
Anastasia's house for the last
time, she threw an Interesting
little Udblt my way. "Oh yeah. I
almost forgot to tell you that I
talked to Sunny today," she said
as I was stepping off her porch.
"Really?" I asked. "What's up
with her?"
"Not too much. I guess she's
got a boyfriend now. though."
she replied.
I could tell from the tone of
her voice what she was Implying: Sunny was now off limits to
her male friends. It was. and
oftentimes still Is. a typical
clause that comes with new
boyfriends and/or girlfriends.

As I skateboarded off Into the
sunset, a tear came to my eye. I
expected to lose only one friend
that day, but instead I had Just
lost two.
"So let me get this straight." I
said, as I raised my head from the
table and faced Sunny in a disorienting sense of acceptance. "You
never told Anastasla you had a
boyfriend..."
"No." she replied.
"And she told you that me and
her were an Item?"
"Yup." she stated plainly as she
took another sip of her coffee.
In a world of people who
oftentimes He or deceive others
more times In a day than they tell
the truth. I thought that Anastasla
was different.
As It turns out. however. I was
sadly, sadly mistaken, and the
trust Sunny and me had in her led
us not to see each other for five
years.
I haven't seen Anastasta for
quite a long time now. and as a
result I can only guess at what her
Intentions were for lying to Sunny
and I about each other. My guess
would be that she didn't want us
to start "dating" or something, but
regardless, what she did was
inexcusable simply because of the
fact that she did It with her own
Interests and benefits in mind.
Before some of you out there
screaming "hypocrite" at the top of
your lungs, chill out a second. I'm
not claiming that I haven't lied
before. Hell. I don't think anyone
out there can.
I can claim, however, that with
one exception (which had very
unique conditions surrounding it) I
haven't lied In a very, very long
time. I've learned to have more
respect for people than that.
Apparently, most people
haven't, though, and instead a
number of you out there are more
concerned with your own piddly
little lives and self-satisfying goals
rather than being honest with the
people around you and forming
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Letters to the Editor
If you would, like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sart the letter Is 5«J0 words or less.
Please include your address, major, academic crass and phone number (phone
numhrn are strietlv for verification and
not rar pnbUcattoa).
• Letters roost be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk arc preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 21t West Hall,
or e-mail as at bgoews©r.gnet J>gsu.edu.
Be prepared to show vaHd Identification.
• Space llaatarJaas may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all fetters.
Copyright O 1997. The BG News, Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publii' iiiinn H ithimt the permission of The BG News
is stricth prohibited
The BG News is an independent publication
u nilirri in I V2(? and is published daily during the
academu year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are net necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions
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open, honest relationships with
the people you dare to call your
"friends."
Keeping something to your self Is called privacy. Manipulating the truth or deceiving
someone Into thinking that
something that isn't true Is
lying. NoUce the difference?
A lot of you out there are
probably thinking something
along the lines of how hard or
unavoidable it Is not to lie on a
day to day basis, and that
makes me completely sick to my
stomach.
If you're one of the people
this column is targeting, ask
yourself this: How many people
have you lied to this week? This
month? This year? Or better
yet. how many times have you
lied to someone during the past
ninety days?
Now ask yourself this: How
can you look at yourself In the
mirror on a day to day basis?
How can you stomach looking at
people and lying right to their
faces? Really, how can you do
it? Are you that dead to your
own emotions and to the world
of living, feeling, sentient
creatures around you? Are you
that wrapped up in yourself?
I'm not trying to sound like I
expect perfection from people,
because I don't. As a very
famous cliche says. "To err Is
human."
To deceive, however, is
unforgivable.

"How many
people have
you lied to
this week?
This month?
This year?"

Aaron Weisbrod Is the slightly
irritated Thursday columnist for
The News. He'd like to thank the
small handful of people he
knouts who are almost completely honest with both themselves and other people, as well
as the rest of the uncredlted
minority out there who also
practices this policy. Comments,
hate-mail, and other stuff can be
sent to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or 210 West Halt

Special coverage on the debate
over the changing of the BGSU
Falcon logo will be included in
tomorrow's edition of The News.
Columnists Natalie Miller and
Aaron Weisbrod will debate the
pros and cons of logo-swapping
amidst the published results of
the reader's poll hundreds of
students participated in two days
ago. Look for it tomorrow in The
BGNews.

GUEST COLUMNIST

It's time to rename Olscamp Hall
A dubious honor was bestowed
upon BGSU this year, an honor to
which no school would dream to
lay claim.
The University has a building
named after a man who violated
the law.
Friday. In Wood County Common Pleas Court. Judge Charles
Kurfess ruled that former President Paul J. Olscamp and
Marshall Rose, director of affirmative action, were guilty of shredding public documents—a violation
of Ohio's Sunshine Laws.
The Sunshine Laws were
designed to protect the people from
our government: to give people
access to the meetings and documents which allow us to keep tabs
on our state and local officials—
Including University presidents.
But In 1995. Dr. Olscamp decided to Ignore the Sunshine Laws,
as he permitted the destruction of
documents about a very sensitive
sexual harassment case Involving
Phil Mason, vice president for
university relations and a friend of
Olscamp's. and Bernadette Noe. a
University fundraiser and wife of
Tom Noe, then a University
trustee.
The case got everyone worked
up. Noe filed her complaint with
Rose, who immediately began an
investigation Into Mason's behavior—so Important an investigation
It would have been obvious to a
sixth-grader that all notes on the

case should be kept. The fat was
In the fire, and everyone knew It
was going to get ugly.
It's unclear when these
documents were destroyed, or
even precisely what Information
was In them. What Is painfully
clear Is this: Olscamp allowed, If
not ordered, the destruction of
documents that contained
information that could have
damaged his friend. If not
Olscamp himself.
This attitude runs contrary to
one of the most Important
missions of higher education: to
foster debate, openness and free
speech.
Destroying public documents
about a sensitive case tells the
public that someone had
something to hide, no matter
how big or how inconsequential
It may have seemed at the time.
Olscamp and Rose are welleducated men. Perhaps better
than anyone, these two men
know how public knowledge of
shredded documents can
cripple a university's public
relations (not to mention fundraising) efforts.
For a Judge to find Olscamp
responsible for violating this
Important law makes the
University look like a closeddoor society, a place where
truth has no place and reality Is
something created by the
president.

This, at points during the
Olscamp years, seemed to be the
case. Olscamp's responsibility for
this offense reflects poorly, but
accurately, on an attitude that was
pervasive during his tenure, an
attitude that has no place at a
good university.
Do no harm (to my Image) was
the hippocratic oath that seemed
an unwritten rule In those strange
days. An almost Nlxonlan Good 01'
Boys Club formed In the upper
echelons of the University, and no
one. particularly not the
University's trustees, said "boo"
about the whole sordid situation.
People who worked In offices
with Olscamp's friends were
literally scared of reporters from
this veiy newspaper, afraid to talk
about what they had seen In their
offices. Faxes and memos from the
top down warned University
employees not to talk to the media
about their experiences In the
affected offices. Noncompllance
was obviously not an option.
Those days seem to be gone now
under the Rlbeau administration
—most of the vice presidencies
have been purged, but the remnants and aftershocks of those
twisted days continue to haunt the
University.
Friday's announcement was
really no big deal, save for one
major point.
Olscamp broke the law. Those
who break the law, society looks

down upon, and comes up with
a name such as "guilty."
Perhaps one of the best
buildings on campus Is named
after a man who is now guilty of
a major violation of free speech
and openness. Is this the Image
the University wants to show
the public?
I can only Imagine what the
tours on Presidents' Day were
like as they went through
Olscamp Hall.
"HI. my name is Linda,
welcome to Olscamp Hall. This
building has all the latest In
modern telecommunications
technology. It Is archltectually
unique and is also named after
a man who broke the law and Is
an archenemy of the First
Amendment."
Beautiful. Maybe some of the
new leaps In technology should
include document shredders.
Perhaps It is time for the
University Trustees to reconsider the error made In 1994. It
was bad enough to name the
building after a man who was a
sitting president, and one
unpopular with both students
and faculty alike.
Let's rename It now—Northwest Hall has a nice ring to It.

"Perhaps one
of the best
buildings on
campus is
named after a
man who is
now guilty of
a major violation of free
speech and
openness. Is
this the image the University wants
to show the
public?"

Joe Boyle Is a reporter and
past editor of The News. Questions and comments can be sent
to210WestHalL
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Trauma Crop research at UT
system
should
benefit
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- A proposed bill
mandating a statewide trauma
system could do what a subcommittee hasn't been able to do for
five years.
The system would match the
most critically Injured people
with the hospital closest and best
able to provide the kind of care
they need.
Rep. William Schuck, R Co
nimbus, said he wants to bypass
the issues holding up the organization of such a system by introducing one through legislation.
"We've tried to meet with as
many of the interested groups as
possible," Schuck said Tuesday.
"But this is a difficult problem
and there are many players.
There is going to be legislation.
For me, what's important is what
is best for the patient."
The State Emergency Medical
Services Board created its
15-member subcommittee in
1992 to devise such a system.
The group has been working to
define trauma, create a registry
to track patients and their care,
establish what trauma systems
exist on a county level and determine whether the state needs
a voluntary or mandatory
system.
The panel met Tuesday to discuss Schuck's plans, its progress
and a recent series on trauma
care in Ohio published in The
Columbus Dispatch.
Holding up progress have been
the Issues of whether the system
should be mandatory or voluntary and the confidentiality of information on the trauma registry. The newest issue is whether
to support Schuck's plans.
Everett Weber, president of
Grady Memorial Hospital in Delaware and a subcommittee
member, said Schuck might be
jumping the gun.
"We might not be ready to support him," Weber said. "If we go
ahead now without all the data in
hand, it would be a mistake."
Opposing a mandatory system
are the Ohio Department of Public Safety, which oversees the
•EMS board, and the Association
for Hospitals and Health
Systems, formerly the Ohio Hospital Association.
Some subcommittee members
also believe a mandatory system
is unnecessary despite the
.panel's proposal in May recommending it.
The EMS board sent the proposal back and told the panel to
remove the mandatory requirement.
Twenty-seven states and the
District of Columbia have mandatory trauma systems.
Most of them have statewide
.trauma registries. They are used
to track trauma patients from the
time of an accident through rehabilitation and can show weak
spots in care.
The subcommittee's registry
rules were approved by the EMS
board and the Joint Committee
on Agency Rule Review. But they
may not get the information they
want.
Hospitals want a guarantee
that any information they supply
regarding patients will remain
confidential. Current Ohio open
records laws would not guarantee confidentiality.
Still, the subcommittee Tuesday proposed a list of data to include in a registry.

TOLEDO - The University of
Toledo will build a $2.5 million
research center which will focus
on growing new strains of crops
that are more resistant to pests
and disease.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has given money for the
center.
"It's good news for the university," said Stephen Goldman, the
center's director. "But more than
that, we feel we can make a real
impact on agriculture in the
state."
Parasites cause Ohio growers
to lose more than $400 million a
year.
Goldmap also is hoping that the
new strains of crops grown at the
research center will be more nutritional.
The center, which will be built

at the Pharmacy, Chemistry and
Life Sciences Complex, is expected to open later this year.
It will be only the second of its
kind in Ohio that focuses on plant
genetic engineering. The other is
at Ohio State University.
Federal officials estimate that
farmers have saved millions of
dollars nationally in potential
crop losses In the past two years
by using newly produced seeds
from laboratories.
By isolating cells, scientists
can cross the cells of two distinct
plants in a test tube to create a
superior plant.
A special team of researchers
will be assigned to the center
from the university, the Medical
College of Ohio and Bowling
Green State University.
Two of the main plants to be
studied will be corn and soybeans - Ohio's big cash crops.

"We're talking about trying to
help make a difference in one of
the state's most critical industries - agriculture," said
Goldman. "It's an important mission."
Some of the latest procedures
in biotechnology will be performed at the center, including
ways to make sweet corn sweeter
and tomatoes more durable to
ship without rotting.

In addition to farming, the
center also will look for ways to
isolate cells that can be used In
vaccines and drugs.
"It means delving in the area of
anti-cancer and other kinds of
medicinal research," Goldman
said.
Like other research centers,
the university's facility will be
able to contract with seed companies and major farms.

Around Bowling Green
Falcon football player indicted
A University football player was indicted yesterday by a Wood
County Grand Jury.
Dontay Hunter, a letterwinner on last year's 4-7 Falcon squad,
was indicted on charges of aggravated assault.

Dinner theater held for Black History Month
The University's Black History Month dinner theater entitled
"Every Good-Bye Ain't Gone" will be presented Friday at 7 p.m.
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
Regularly a sell-out, advance reservations are required. For
information and reservations call the University office of multicultural affairs at 372-2642.

Scholar
The University Insitute for the Study of Culture and Society
will begin the Spring 1997 Provost's Lecture Series in the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences by bringing scholar and performance artist Coco Fusco to campus.
Fusco will present a documentary history of her performance
work, "Performance and the Power of the Popular: Cultural Fusion in the Americas" at 2 p.m., Thursday Feb. 27 in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the BGSU Union.

Senator Glenn to announce future plans
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Pondering
whether to give up a much-loved
job may be difficult but probably
isn't the toughest choice John
Glenn has had to make.
Glenn, a Democratic senator
from Ohio for the past 22 years,
is to announce Thursday whether
he'U retire or chase a fifth term
in 1998. Home-state Democrats
expect him to use a planned campaign-style rally to declare there
won't be another campaign.
President Clinton and other
partisans had been trying to
nudge Glenn toward another
race, and some ambitious Buckeyes had been agitating for a
firm declaration so they could
start running to replace Glenn.
But if the 75-year-old senator
felt pressured, he didn't show it maybe because of his experience
with other decisions, where he
had to weigh life, death, failure
and near-bankruptcy.
When Glenn went into space 35
years ago Thursday, he was sitting atop a rocket that could go
18,000 miles an hour, with
360,000 pounds of thrust.
Just a few months earlier, the
Mercury 7 astronauts had witnessed the spectacular nighttime
launch of another Atlas that exploded before their eyes.
"I can tell you, we were one
impressed bunch of guys," Glenn
said, declining to say aloud the
expletive the astronauts all
shouted.
Despite that, Glenn made a decision: take the risk.
Later, after the parades and
speeches and honors that followed the successful flight,
Glenn had to consider whether to
remain at NASA as a 43-year-old
former astronaut or stick around
just in case the bosses relented

and allowed him back into flight
rotation.
Decision: move on.
In 1964, a short-lived Senate
campaign had left him $16,000 in
debt and a bathroom fall had left
him with a near-incapacitating
vertigo; sudden head movements
could send him careening into
walls.
Decision: pay up, move on.
Glenn used all the money
earned from the astronauts' joint
"Life" magazine deal and the
profits from a motel they'd all
invested in to pay the creditors.
Then, he left the Marines and entered the business world as a vice
president of Royal Crown Cola,
practically tripling his salary.
Glenn was a young man of 21
when he made another difficult
decision, to leave Muskingum
College to join the Naval Air
Corps.
That choice enabled him to
pursue his love of flight and
serve his country - an understandable decision, since the
year was 1942, but it haunted him
16 years later. There were questions among the other astronauts
about whether Glenn's credentials were equal to theirs, since
he didn't have a degree.
Muskingum College subsequently accepted the credits
Glenn had picked up from other
universities and awarded him a
diploma in 1962.
In World War II, fighter pilot
Glenn ran 59 hazardous missions,
often as a volunteer or as the requested backup of assigned pilots. A war later, he was an ace
known by fellow MIG-downing
pilots as "Old Magnet Ass."
Decision: take the risk.
Glenn once explained that the
name came from his reputation
of never shooting from high altitudes. "I was the one who went in

Th« AlMclatcd PreM

Senator John Clenn, D-Ohio, poses in his Capitol Hill office. Clenn, 75, has reportedly decided not to
seek a fifth term and will announce his intention to retire from the Senate later this week. He will make
the announcement today, the 35th anniversary of his historic space flight as the first American to orbit
Earth, at his alma mater, Muskingum College.
low and got them," he said, recalling one notable landing in
which he was unharmed but
ground fire had blasted a hole in
his plane as wide as a man's
shoulders.
Later, becoming a test pilot
was another life-or-death decision; he went each day into the
unknown, in aircraft that might

not pass the trials to which he put
them.
Decision: take the risk.
In 1984, now-politician Glenn
had to choose whether to follow
his belief that he could be president, and then face the sorry results of running sixth in Iowa,
third in New Hampshire, second
in Alabama and fourth in Georgia

and Florida If that wasn't humiliating enough, a $2.5 million
campaign debt turned into a
13-year albatross; it only now is
being settled.
Flash forward to 1997. It's time
to start raising money for a 1998
race or signal other Democrats
that the field's clear for them to
try their own campaigns.

Parents seek censorship in Ohio libraries for children
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Libraries
should be required to restrict
what children are allowed to see,
whether it's on the bookshelf or
on the World Wide Web, a parents' group from northeast Ohio
told lawmakers Wednesday.
Five members of the Citizens
for the Protection of Children
testified before the House Civil
and Commercial Law Committee.
The Medina-based group is affiliated with Fairfax, Va.-based
Family-Friendly Libraries.
Committee Chairman Edward
Kasputis, R-Olmsted Township,
said no legislation has been written to deal with the matter, but

HAIRWAYS
352-2107
1616 E. Wooster
HOIKS 'i.iin 5pm. Mon
evening uppuintnicnb also available

Kppointments and walk-ins weltttnw

that he wanted the committee to
hear from parents whose children had access to objectionable
material.
Chris Williams, a computer
programmer from Brunswick,
told the committee that Internet
sites showing graphic sexual acts
and violence were available to
children at libraries in his hometown and in Medina.
In December, six teen-age boys
were caught looking at sexually
graphic pictures on the Medina
.library's Internet hookup. Williams said he recently saw a teenager viewing explicit pictures on
a library hookup.
"The library policy is that they
will make no attempt to monitor

Internet access by children," suggestions for an Internet policy. Smith said about 400 people
Williams said.
Medina library Director Bob attended and 35 to 40 spoke on
Smith said while there is nothing the issue.
in the library's policy to deny InMichelle Yezerski, who has
ternet access to anyone, em- three children ages 4 to 11, said
ployees have been told to watch Smith told her after one board
for objectionable material on the meeting that no matter how
library's computers.
many people showed up, the li"In actuality, we don't condone brary would not change its poliinappropriate use of computers cy.
for sexually graphic informaSmith denied the accusation.
"That's not what we're doing. I
tion," Smith said. "If a staff
member happens to see an indi- did not say that," Smith said.
vidual looking at something "What we're doing is looking at
that's sexually explicit, they ask what mechanisms will help parthat individual not to look at that ents work with their children."
Williams and other members of
and to go to another website."
The Medina library's board the group criticized libraries for
held a forum this month to hear holding to guidelines they say al-
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low anyone - including children
- to have access to anything
available on the Internet.
He said the guidelines are
those that are set by the American Library Association, an industry group based in Chicago.
The ALA referred questions to
its Office of Intellectual Freedom, which did not answer telephone calls Wednesday afternoon. However, the ALA said last
month that Its member libraries
are free to set their own guidelines.
Frances Black, a member of
the Southwest Public Libraries
board in suburban Columbus,
said boards must develop policies about Internet use.
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Call 311 for nonemergencies
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- The
government is setting aside 311
as the telephone number for people to call police or other local
agencies for nonemergency help.
Millions of people call 911 each
year, but the Justice Department
says most of those calls in many
communities are for situations
that are not emergencies, such as
noisy neighbors or lost pets.
Wednesday's 311 allocation by
the Federal Communications
Commission responds to a
request from President Clinton
last July. To help combat crime,
Clinton asked the agency to designate a number for community
policing and other nonemergency calls. That number, he
said, would take pressure off the

911 emergency calling system.
Available for use nationwide,
the 311 code could Improve the
effectiveness of 911 service by
cutting down the number of calls
made to it, the FCC said. In Los
Angeles alone, 325,000 callers to
911 hung up two years ago because the jammed line denied
them immediate help.
The FCC's action does not require local governments to use
311 but ensures the number will
be available if they choose to.
Baltimore, where more than 60
percent of 911 calls are estimated not to be for emergencies,
became last October the first city
- and according to the FCC the
only one thus far - to institute
311 service.
That Maryland city can route
311 calls directly to local pre-

cincts and can treat as 911 calls
emergency calls inadvertently
made to the new number.
The FCC chose 311 because it's
not widely used.
Companies, Individuals or
governments that currently use
311 for purposes other than
nonemergency police calls can
retain the number until their
local government activates the
new service.
A uniform number for community policing and for nonemergencies nationwide will minimize
confusion and provide consistency as people travel or move
to new communities, the Justice
Department says.
In a speech at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston, Clinton
hailed the FCC's action Wednesday.

"To all of you out
there who are just
citizens, I say, use
both numbers and
talk to your neighbors
about using them in
the right way."
President Clinton
•To all of you out there who are
just citizens, I say, use both
numbers and talk to your neighbors about using them in the
right way. Be a part of neighborhood watch," he said. "Well do
our part. You have to do your
part."

Detroit strikers' return imminent
The Associated Press
DETROIT - Detroit's dally
newspapers accepted a back-towork offer from their striking
employees Wednesday, pronouncing an end to a bitter,
19-month walkout that divided
one of America's staunchest
union towns. But the dispute appeared far from over.
Union leaders charged that the
newspapers' plans to rehire employees as openings become
available amount to a rejection of
their back-to-work offer.
They said they would ask the
National Labor Relations Board
to seek an injunction forcing the
reinstatement of all workers who
want to return to The Detroit
News, the Detroit Free Press and
Detroit Newspapers Inc., which

runs the papers' business and
production operations under a
joint operating agreement.
"The unions have made a goodfaith effort to stop the pain and
suffering in this community,"
said Al Derey, chairman of the
umbrella organization for the six
striking union locals, "and the
employer again has told us in this
community to go to hell."
Derey said strike activities including picketing would continue, but he said signs would be
changed to say the workers were
locked out rather than on strike.
Some 2,500 employees - including pressmen, truck drivers,
reporters and editors - went on
strike in July 1995 over such issues as wages, work rules, union
jurisdiction, job cuts and health
care costs. About 430 have re-

turned to work.
During the strike - one of the
longest walkouts in the industry's history, marked by vandalism, violence and advertiser
and subscriber boycotts - the
newspapers continued to publish
by hiring about 1,200 replacement workers and using managers and strikers who crossed

the picket lines.
The unions last week began
offering to return to work unconditionally in what they said
was a legal maneuver and not a
surrender.
On Wednesday, the newspapers announced that they had
accepted the offer.

BARAKA
became a Black Nationalist following the death of civil rights
ka's presentation encouraged advocate Malcolm X. Baraka has
produced over 45 pieces of work
her.
Including plays, poetry, jazz
"You come away from some- operas and non-fiction work.
thing like that and you're so re- Baraka's most recent book is
juvenated and empowered," Ah- "Black People and Jesse Jackmed said. "He was just amazing." son." It is scheduled to be
Baraka, formerly LeRoi Jones, released next month.
Continued from page one.
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Around the Nation
Supreme Court protects protesters' right to
free speech
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court bolstered the free-speech rights of protesters outside abortion clinics Wednesday,
ruling they can confront patients on public sidewalks as long as
they stay at least 15 feet away from clinic entrances.
The court did not strip abortion clinics and patients of the considerable protection granted In recent years against violence
and Intimidation. But the justices said a federal judge went too
far In restricting anti-abortion demonstrators in the Buffalo and
Rochester, N.Y., areas.
The judge In New York had ordered protesters to stay 15 feet
away from any clinic patient or staff member, no matter where
they were. But the justices voted 8-1 that such "floating buffer
zones" violate rights guaranteed by the Constitution's First
Amendment.
"They burden more speech than is necessary," Chief Justice
William H. Rehnqulst wrote for the court.
By a separate 6-3 vote, the court upheld a "fixed buffer zone"
that keeps demonstrators at least IS feet away from clinic doors
and driveways.

Court rules officers' safety outweighs passengers' privacy
WASHINGTON - Police can order all passengers - not just the
driver - out of vehicles stopped for routine traffic offenses, the
Supreme Court said Wednesday in a ruling that officers' safety
outweighs passengers' privacy.
"Regrettably, traffic stops may be dangerous encounters" for
police, Chief Justice William H. Rehnqulst wrote in a decision
hailed by police groups.
The 7-2 decision in a Maryland case said ordering passengers
not suspected of wrongdoing out of a car is only a "minimal" Intrusion on their rights.
"Danger to an officer from a traffic stop Is likely to be greater
when there are passengers in addition to the driver in the
stopped car," the chief justice added. He noted that 11 police
officers were killed and more than 5,700 were assaulted during
traffic stops In 1994.
The two dissenters. Justices John Paul Stevens and Anthony
M. Kennedy, said officers should be allowed to make passengers
get out of a vehicle only when they actually suspect possible
danger.

Study links cooling of brain injury victims to
speedy recovery
NEW YORK - Victims of severe brain injuries can recover
faster and perhaps more fully if their bodies are chilled to 87 or
88 degrees for a day, a study found.
The cooling treatment is "something every hospital could do,"
said Dr. Donald Marlon, director of the brain trauma research
center at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.
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Falcons lose a heartbreaker in Oxford
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News
OXFORD -- The Curse continues.
Bowling Green came up empty
In the final 60 seconds Wednesday, losing Its 10th In a row here
at Miami's Millett Hall, 64-59 before 4,016 fans.
The ghosts of the streak were
apparent at the end. BG's Jay
Larranaga, with his team down
62-59 with 10 seconds left, had a
tying 3-point attempt go in and
out of the basket.
Miami's Damon Frierson had
broken a 59-all tie with a pair of
free throws with 42 seconds left.
Bowling Green then came up
empty on its next possession with

MEN'S
^ BASKETBALL
Antonio Daniels missing a jumper in the lane - a shot he normally makes - and Tony Reid
unable to come up with a follow
shot.
Devin Davis hit three free
throws in the final 20 seconds to
Insure the final outcome for the
Redskins.
"Good ball game," Miami
coach Charlie Coles said. "Both
teams played well."
Ira Newble led a balanced
Miami attack with 14 points, followed by Davis with 13 and Wally
Szczerbiak and Damon Frierson
with 11 apiece.

Antonio Daniels had 17 points
to lead the Falcons while Anthoney Stacey added 14.
Miami stands 14-8 overall and
9-5 in the Mid-American Conference. BG remains in first place at
19-7 and 11-4.
"It was more Miami's style tonight," BG coach Jim Larranaga
said. "We were never able to pick
up any kind of tempo."
Among the 10 straight BG losses at Millett Hall, three have
come In the past two seasons.
BG's last seven losses have
been by a total score of 521-389.
Miami has won 15 games in a
row at home, and 36 of the past
38.
The Falcons continually had
problems with the inside attack

Larranaga's tying trey seemed
of the Redskins, led by Newble in
the first half and Davis in the as though it was going down from
the moment it left the senior
second half.
The Redskins, seemingly unaf- guard's hands.
"Jay had a good look," Larran
fected by BG's full-court press in
the second half, dictated the aga said. "Nine out of ten times,
tempo and kept the Falcons out of that goes down. It was one of
their scrambling style.
those nights."
BG fought back to tie it at 51
Davis and Newble combined
for 20 rebounds, with Davis when Kirk Cowan took a missed
foul shot by Larranaga and
grabbing 11.
"Our rebounding was the real slammed it home, but seconds
thing tonight," Coles said. "A lot later Cowan was assessed a techof our turnovers were unforced nical for supposedly taking a
errors, so I thought we handled swipe at Davis.
Frierson hit one of two free
their pressure well."
Miami commanded a 37-24 re- throws for the Redskins, but
bounding advantage. The 59 Moore came up with a steal on
points marks only the third time the ensuing possession.
all season the Falcons were held
Two Moore foul shots put BG
under 70 points.
back up 53-52, and the teams bat-

BOWLING QUEEN (1t-7,11-4)
Urranaiia 111 1-3 7, Stacey 7-12 (Ml 14,
Cowan 2 3 12 S, Moore 1-5 2 2 4, Daniel.
7-16 3-3 17, Nlnkovic 0-0 0-0 0, Ealerkamp
2 2 0-0 S, Murray O0 0 0, Reld 3-6 1-1 7,
Creipo 0-0 0 00 Totals }<-SS 3-14 S9
MIAMI (14-a.t-S)
Scierbiak 4-10 1-2 13. DavU 4-« 5-7 13,
Newble 7-11 O0 14, Menu 1-4 4-4 6, Frier
■on 2-9 7-9 11, Taylor 0-3 2-2 2, Hendaraon
3-3O07. Tot all 21-46 19-24 64.
Halftime - Miami 34, Bowling Creen 21
3-pointera MU 39 (Sicierbiak 2-4, MM
tas 0-1, Frieraon 02, Taylor 0-1, Henderson
1-1), BG 3-14 (Larranaga 2-2. Moore 04,
Daniels 0 1. Esterkamp 1-1). Rebounds t MU 37 (Davia 11), BC 24 (Stacey 6). Aasists •• UM 12 (Mestaa 4), BC 11 (Daniela6).
Turnover, .. UM 19, BG IS. Fouled Out Stacey, Cowan. A -- 4,016.

tied back and forth to the 59-all
standstill.
The Falcons started out of the
gate strong, led by 12 quick
• See HOOPS, page nine.

BG claims sixth straight
with consistency, poise
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
Miami's Jennifer Wenclewicz
had just hit a layup with 30 seconds to go, pulling her team to
within six points of Bowling
Green. The Redskins called
timeout, and Wenclewicz simply
walked to the bench and shrugged. She knew it was too little,
too late.
The Falcons (13-10, 10-5 MidAmerican Conference) parlayed
one of their best, most consistent
games of the season into a 75-67
victory, catapulting them into a
third-place tie in the MAC.
The defeat of Miami (16-8,
10-5) was the sixth consecutive
conquest for Bowling Green, and
MIAMI (U-a, 10-5)
Smoot 0-3 4-4 4, Manna 4-10 0-1 8, Hammond 4-8 0-8 8, Kent 4-14 0-0 10, Wenclewicz 8-215-6 22, Zak 0 2 0 0 0, Shade 3-4 0-0
6, Shelley 3 4 1 2 7, Hamilton 1-4 0-0 2.
Total! 27-70 10-13 67.

BG Nr.i Pketa by Kelly Dietrich

Freshman Javmee Wappes directs the offense that shot 62 percent from the floor in the first half in last
njjfhf s 75-67 Falcon victory. Wappes is guarded by Miami's Jennifer Wenclewicz.

BOWLING GREEN (11-10,10-5)
Jonea S-15 7-7 17, Kahle 3-5 0-0 6, Rater
man 4 5 1-1 9, Puthoff 7 15 8-8 23, Wappes
0-3 2-2 2, Terry 5-9 1-2 11. Gafford 1-1 1-23,
Milliter 2-30-04. Totals27-56 20-22 75.
Halftime - Bowling Green 39. Miami 33.
Three-Point Goalt - MU 3-19 (Kent 2-9,
Wenclewicz 16. Manns 0-2, Zak 0-2), BG
14 ll'ulhuff 13, Wappes 0-1). Rebounds m BG 41 (Terry 10), MU 35 (Wenclewicz
10). Assists- BG 11 (Wappes 41. MU 9(Kent
3). Turnovers - BG 22, MU 17. Fouled Out
Smoot. A -697.

leers enter two conference struggles
By BLAKE PARKINS
The BG News

HOCKEY

This weekend will be a struggle for the BG leers as they travel to Miami Friday, and Ohio
State on Saturday.
The trials are compounded by a
Falcon lineup devoid of some key
players. Kelly Perrault, Dave
Faulkner, and Adam Edinger will
probably view the game from
behind the glass.
Faulkner Is healing a sprained
shoulder suffered against Alaska-Fairbanks. Perrault will miss
action at the blue line. The senior
is also nursing a shoulder sprain
inflicted by a check from behind
In the second period of the
Western Michigan game last Saturday.

NOTEBOOK
Blake Parkins
BG News
Sports Editor

"It's just unbelievable, we've
had 11 shoulder injuries this
year," said coach Buddy Powers.
Freshman center Adam
Edinger sustained a sprained
knee last Sunday at Ohio State
that could keep him off the ice
until March
"You throw In Punchard's an-

Juniors and Seniors!
Still looking for housing for next year?
Can't seem to find the "right" place?

kle and Edinger's knee and it
makes it difficult."
Mixed lines
The injury-plagued Falcons
will be forced to put together unconventional lines to face Miami
and OSU. The altered lines will
thrust new faces into the spotlight that must produce.
"We've got to have guys ready
to step to the plate and pitch in
this week to help fill the void,"
Powers said.
Friday's matchup with the
CCHA's second-place sharing
Miami could be a precursor to
the CCHA playoffs, which could
again see the Falcons as the visiting club.
The Falcons have not yet

also avenged an earlier defeat to
the Redskins, a game in which
the Falcons fell apart over the
last five minutes.
That didn't happen this time.
With Miami up 7-4 early, junior
guard Sara Puthoff led a 13-2
Falcon charge that gave her team
a lead it would never relinquish
The preseason All-MAC poured
in 11 points In the first seven
minutes, all of them coming in
that spurt.
"I thought Sara had a tremendous start for us," Falcon coach
Jaci Clark said. "She came out
with a lot of confidence and
poise. That was key for us."
"I was feeling pretty good and
my shot was falling," Puthoff
said. "I had the open shot and I
was just able to hit it."
Miami refused to die, though,
and closed to within three with
four minutes to go in the half.
Clark called for a 20 second
timeout, and the Falcons
proceeded to rattle off an 11-2
run. Bowling Green went into
halftime with a 39-33 lead.
Junior forward Charlotta
Jones, who finished a perfect
7-of-7 from the line and scored 17
points, canned two free throws to
open the second half, setting the
stage for one of the most spectacular plays of the season.

bested Miami in two previous
meetings. BG was shut out back
on Nov. 15, again with an incomplete roster, and a tie at the Ice
House on Jan. 31.
Powers said that he has no pre-

After a Miami turnover,
freshman point guard Javmee
Wappes pushed the ball upcourt
and found Jacki Raterman all
alone beneath the basket. The
pass from Wappes sailed over the
head of Raterman, but the sophomore center was able to snatch
the ball with her left hand, switch
to her right, and toss it in off the
glass before she careened out of
bounds.
"I just caught it and went up
with it," Raterman said. "Sometimes luck's going to be on your
side. [It was] the ugliest shot of
the game.
"It was just a good fast-break
opportunity. I just ran the floor
and got a little position and took
it up as strong as I could, and
prayed that it went in."

• See HOCKEY, page nine.

• See SIXTH, page eight.

What:
Falcon hockey at Miami and
Ohio State
When:

Friday, 7 p.m.; Saturday, 7 p.m.
Where:
Goggin Arena, Oxford; OSU Ice
Arena, Columbus
Radio:
Friday: WBGU-FM (88.1);
WBVI-FM (96.7) Saturday:
WBVI-FM (96.7)

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Less fouls
lead to more
BG victories
ByVINCEGUERRIERI
The BG News
The Falcons' recent win streak
can be traced to many things, but
is especially related to their decrease in fouls, as evidenced by
yesterday's 75-67 win over
Miami.
After committing only four
fouls in the first half, Miami had
13 in the second, which led to 18
BG points at the free throw line.
Eight of those points came from
Sara Puthoff.
Puthoff, the leader in MAC
free-throw percentage, scored 23
points total, including an 8-point
run at the beginning of the game.
According to Falcon coach Jaci
Clark, Puthoff was the go-to
player when Miami toughened
their defense.
"When [Miami] started to
press us, we wanted to have the
ball in her hands," Clark said.
"They had no choice but to foul
us."
Miami coach Lisa Bradley saw
no bright spots in a game that
also saw 17 turnovers.
"We just didn't contain the ball,
and we fouled," Bradley said.
The Falcons had 10 fouls in the
game, their lowest total since a
59-50 win over Central Michigan
Jan. 4, which saw BG commit
nine fouls.
In the last six games, the Falcons have been outfouled by
their opponents. Not coincidentally, the Falcons have won their
last six games.
Prior to that game, the Falcons
had a three-game losing skid, and
outfouled their opponents by a
margin of 58-45.
Clark credits the team's recent
turnaround to the recent Improvement in defense. "There's a
»See FOULS, page nine.
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TRACK

MAC Track Championships
Women anticipate good finish this weekend
By BRETT THOMPSON
The BC News
Each unit has:
~ 2 large bedrooms, fully furnished - washer and dryer - dishwasher and microwave ~
~ extra storage and much more Call today for more information

352-9378
Live in the luxury at Fox Run.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:
There will be a student
ticket pick-up for the
Saturday February 22
men's basketball game
vs. Toledo. Tickets are
still free to students
with a valid BGSU ID.

BC Ncwi Ph«. ky Glu Fkmini

Libby Mitchell will be part of a strong distance contingent that hopes
to help Bowling Green bring home a MAC championship. The Falcons
may have the best distance squad in the conference.

What:

MAC track championships
When:
Friday and Saturday
Where:
Kent State University

After months of hard work and
anticipation, "MAC Week" is finally here for the Bowling Green
women's track team.
The Falcons travel to Kent
State University on Friday and
Saturday to compete in the MidAmerican Conference indoor
championships. According to
BG's team captains, the Falcons
are more than ready for the
meet.
"We've had a great season so
far and we had a good week of
practice," co-captain Nikki Litz
said. "Everyone is extremely focused on this weekend. I have a
feeling that we are going to surprise some teams and place pretty high."
Litz hopes to place high In the
triple jump, but will face some
stiff competition.
"I want to win, but realistically, I am aiming for the top five. I
definitely think I'll place In the
top eight," Utz said. "There are
some good triple jumpers In the
MAC, but I think I have a shot"
Litz anticipates a strong meet
for the jumpers, especially in the
high jump. Last week at Ball
State, all the high jumpers tied or
beat their personal records. Jodi
Raffcrty's performance put her
in the top three in the MAC.
"Jodi, Julie [Nickamp], and
Stephanie [Heldt] all could place
in the MAC," Litz said. "Becky
Bamett has hit some good jumps
in the long jump and will be in
the thick of things. Becky and
Brook Miller might surprise

Both the men's and women's
MAC track championships take
place this weekend at Kent State
University. Tomorrow, The BG
News will offer previews of both
events.
some people in the pentathlon.
They've really improved In every
event."
Sprint captain Kristin Inman
expects a good performance
from her team, but also anticipates a very competitive meet.
"Everyone's excited, especially the freshmen, because it's
their first MAC meet," Inman
said. "Everyone seems to step up
their performances at the MAC
meet. I don't know what it is
about it, but the MAC seems to
bring out the best in everyone.
"I think it's going to be a really
good meet. Every team in the
MAC has gotten better this year.
We've improved a lot, but everyone else has improved along with
us."
The sprinters have been
plagued by injuries all season
long, but according to Inman, this
might be a breakthrough meet.
"The sprinters are a lot
stronger this year than we have
been in years past," Inman said.
"I think we're going to do a lot
• See TRACK, page seven.

Dedicated distance runner Nieset
a big asset for BG men's track team
.

BGSU GYMNASTICS
Saturday at
2:00
vs. Central
Michigan
Meet is held at
Eppler North.
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By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BC News

Flying high with confidence
and truimph, Craig Nieset is
having the time of his life.
Nieset, one of Bowling Green's
top distance runners this year, is
enjoying success that is welldescrved from four years of hard
work and dedication to his country.
"I'm in a different position
than a lot of traditional students
are," Nieset said.
After high school the junior
architectural design major enlisted in the Air Force. He's now
26 years old. He spent four years
of his young life serving the military. For Nieset, that experience
elevated his maturity and his
overall will to succeed.
"I think it puts me at another
level to where I'm more focused,
I know what I want," Nieset said.
The native of Fremont, Ohio,
enjoys the competition of running, but nothing has come easy
for him. His first two years here,
Nieset was just another runner,
scoring few points.
This year, things started happening for Nieset. He has the
team's best 800-meter run time in
1:52, as well as the top
1600-meter run with a smoking
time of 4:14.
"Craig is very improved and it
is so great to see," coach Sid Sink
said.
ibyGluFkmlnfl
"I just like the competition; I
junior Craig Nieset has been Bowling Green's best distance runner for missed it after four years of the
Air Force," Nieset said.
the indoor season, posting team bests in the mile and 800.

Spring Break
1997
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PANAMA

TONIGHT

All Recreational Sports participants welcome!

PURPLE
SCHOOL
BUS

MRITOIE\
Acoustic Post-Modern Rock
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19 and Over Every Night

CrrY BEACH, FLORIDA
MARCH 21-30

$190-HOTEL
$285-HOTEL &
TRANSPORTATION
$25 SECURITY DEPOSIT
PAYABLE BY CASH, CHECK
CREDIT CARD

JAM WITH

OPENING
BAND:
Friday, February 21, 1997
10-11 a.m.
Perry Field House Conference Room

One of the reasons for Nieset's
success is his attitude and will to
work. A captain of the team,
Nieset believes in the three D's dedication, determination, and
desire.
"I'm definitely a leader, maybe
because I'm a non-traditional
student," Nieset said.
In order to run distance, a
complimentary balance of physical and mental strength can be
the difference between a good
and a great runner.
"Physical is going to be there if
you do the work, but I think the
mental [aspect of running] is
very important. It's up to yourself to get mentally ready,"
Nieset said.
As a team leader, Craig's performances and actions motivate
the rest of the team.
"I'm a hard worker, but Craig
pushes me that much harder,"
teammate Dan Flaute said. "It's
good to have a guy that has that
much maturity with you on the
team."
"Craig is an excellent team
leader - a very mature and caring person who helps [the coaches] out," Sink said.
With the success this year,
Nieset is looking to place in at
least two events in the MidAmerican Conference Championships this weekend. Friday,
he'll run in the distance medley,
then in Saturday's race, the
800-meter run.
This is what Craig looks forward to - the competition.
• See NIESET, page eight.

LAST DAY
To SKW UP FOR SPRING
BREAK IS FEB. 28. You MAY
SIGN UP AFTER THIS DATE,
BUT VOU MUST PAY M FULL.

&

SIGN-UP IN THE UAO OFFICE
330 UNION
FOR MORE INFO
CALL 2-7164.
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PRO BASEBALL

Belle: 1 never bet on baseball'
The Associated Press

SARASOTA, Fla. - Albert Belle
didn't talk much after reporting
to the Chicago White Sox on
Wednesday. He did, however, issue a written statement saying be
didn't gamble on his own sport.
"I want to make one thing
clear I have never bet on baseball," Belle's statement said, adding these will be his last
comments on the subject.
"I was never asked during the
deposition If I bet on baseball,"
Belle said. "Each year, major
league baseball officials speak to
all of the major league teams and
emphasize that betting on baseball is forbidden by major league
baseball's rules. I have always
faithfully adhered to those
rules."
Belle, who until now had spent
his entire big league career with
Cleveland, chatted amiably with
reporters about golf and shook
hands by his locker. He promised
to answer baseball-related questions on Thursday.
Belle, the game's highest-paid
player after agreeing to a $55
million, five-year deal, said during a deposition that he lost as
much as $40,000 gambling on
sports other than baseball.
Major league baseball Is investigating, and acting commissioner Bud Selig is awaiting a report from Kevin Hallinan, the
sport's security head.
Gambling on baseball is
against major league rules, punishable by a one-year suspension.
A player who bets on games Involving his own team is subject
to a lifetime ban.
The outfielder, whose outbursts have often overshadowed
his performances on the field, is
being sued by a teen-ager over a
1995 Halloween confrontation in
the Cleveland area.
The teen-ager's guardian
claims Belle Injured the boy
while chasing him in his truck on
Oct. 31, 1995. The suit seeks
$300,000 in damages.
Belle, who hit 98 home runs the
last two years with the Indians,
became the only major league
player to have 50 homers and SO
doubles in a season when he led
Cleveland to the World Series in
1995.
But he has been suspended five
times in six years for various
outbursts, including charging the
mound, throwing a ball at a fan
and berating a reporter.
"I believe Albert Belle to be a

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
• Buff
\J^

* Mercer Manor

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

APPkM.

Albert Belle, constantly immersed in controversy, denied allegations that he bet on baseball -- and lost
40,000 dollars.

good man," White Sox manager it," he said.
Belle's former Indians teamTerry Bevington said. "I don't
listen to what other people say or mate Tony Pena, who's also in the
White Sox camp, said the outwhat they don't say."
Bevington brushed off the fielder is misunderstood.
gambling.
"He's smart. People think he's
"I've never known much about stupid but he's not," Pena said. "I

think he's a great human being."
Belle said he released the
statement so he could ensure a
fresh start with the White Sox,
clear up what he called Inaccurate reports and not be a distraction with his new team.

ple of weeks and we hope to place
pretty high."
Distance captain Missy Lyne is
confident that her squad will
excel at the MAC championships.
"We have a great distance
crew," Lyne said. "W'« have done
really well against the MAC
competition and we are probably
the strongest distance team in
the MAC OV and Ball State will
be our best competition."
Led by Jessica LaFene and
Renee Strayer, the distance runners have been the most consistent point scorers for the Falcons this season.
"We didn't score a lot of points
last weekend at Ball State, but we
were resting some people and
running people In different
events," Lyne said. "We are trying to peak for this weekend. We
should have runners placing in
every event. Jess and Renee will
place high in the mile and the
3000-meter run and Suzanne
Isco, Amy Breidenbach, and I
could all place In the 5000-meter
run.

spent this week doing a lot of
fine-tuning. I think everyone is
ready."
Lyne also gave credit to BG's
work ethic.
"At practice, we have been
working really hard," Lyne said.
"Now all that hard work we've
put in the last two months comes
down to this weekend."
Lltz best summed up the team's
attitude with the MAC Championships just one day away.
"I love 'MAC Week.' Everyone
is excited, everyone is focused
and everyone Is ready," Lltz said.
"We expect a good meet and we
expect to win."

TRACK
Continued from page six.

better than we have in the last
few seasons and we should score
a lot more points. We've been trying to rest everyone up to get
over our injuries."
Kaleitha Johnson and Clarice
Gregory have been hit the
hardest with leg Injuries, but
both rested this week and are
ready to go.
"Kaleitha has been stronger
this week and Clarice also has
looked pretty strong. They both
should run well this weekend."
Inman said.
Inman will run in four events
at the MAC Championships. Her
best chance could be in the
200-meter hurdles, in which she
nearly set a school record early
in the season.
Inman also runs on a much Improved 4x400 relay team that
could sneak up on the rest of the

field.
"Brook Miller Is back and she
could help us a lot," Inman said.
"We've improved In the last cou-

"I took second at the MAC
Championships last year in the
5000, so I want to at least match
that. Hopefully, I can win it."
Field events captain Nikki
Sturzinger predicts a competitive team meet and a big meet for
the BG throwers.
Sturzinger, Heather Nordgren,
and Elyse Roethllsberger have
all had exceptional seasons and
are looking to place high at the
MAC.
"I would like to place first in
the shot put," Sturzinger said. "I
think Heather can definitely take
first in the weight throw, and she
could very well beat her own
school record. I would also like to
see Elyse place in the top three.
No matter what, we should all
place."
According to Sturzinger, the
Falcons' success this season reflects their hard work in practice.
"Everyone has been working
hard all year long," Sturzinger
said. "It's 'MAC Week." so we

II I -.MS •

UNION
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SIXTH

After that play, Miami would
get no closer than six points.
They threatened to come back on
several occasions, but each time
Bowling Green answered.
The Redskins hurt themselves
more than anything, missing a
shocking four wide-open layups
Even more stunning were the
names of the culprits -- Wenclewicz and Carrie Kent, both
seniors.
"You can't afford to miss
layups," Miami coach Lisa Bradley said. "You cant afford it. I
cant put them in for them. [But]
that's something that's not characteristic of Jennifer Wenclewicz and Carrie Kent."
Wenclewicz was able to find
her shot late in the game, but it
wasn't enough. She led her team
with 22 points and 10 rebounds,
playing all 40 minutes, but could
do nothing more than shrug at
the end as Bowling Green pulled
away from the free-throw line.

The Falcons were 18-of-19
from the charity stripe in the
second half, including a perfect
R-of-8 over the last few minutes.
Puthoff, who finished with a
game-high 23 points, accounted
for four of those freebles. She
hinted that Clark had it all
planned out.
"Tonight I had the chance to
shoot," Puthoff said, "because I
wasn't allowed to pass the ball."
The Falcons also got a big
game from senior center Michelle Terry. Coming off the bench,
Terry hauled down a team-high
10 boards and scored 11 points.
She also provided some motivation by warning Tuesday that
Bowling Green would not wither
at the end again.
"Michelle pretty much said
that we werent allowed to do
that," Puthoff said "We weren't
going to let It happen again
either. We werent going to let
this one slip away."

NIESET
Continued from page six.
"I wouldn't have come back if 1
didn't know what I wanted to do,"
Nieset said. "I try to help the
team to do the best that we can
do."
Nieset has had to work and dedicate himself to running in order to get to this point. He is not
about to let anything else get in
the way of his goals.
"If you are out there because
your parents want you to do it or
if you think you have to do it,
maybe because of a scholarship,
I think it's a lot harder for those
guys to be more dedicated,"
Nieset said.
With his success in the past two high school records in the
3200-meter relay and the mile Nieset pushes harder and harder
to be the best person he can.
"I try to push everybody to do
their best, to use everybody's potential to do their greatest. Track
is made up of individual events
but also a team effort," Nieset
said.
The experience of the military
is no more apparent than in
Nieset's confidence. Last Saturday at Ball State, Nieset easily
won the 800 with no competition
from the Cardinals.
He attributes his winning to an
improved state of maturity,

NHL Standings

NBA Standings

Continued from page five.

which leads to a tough mental attitude.
"Saturday, mentally, I knew
that their times were slower than
mine, so I Just led the whole
way," Nieset said.
Yet overcoming problems is
nothing new for Craig. In the
past, he has had trouble running
through the lactic acid buildup in
the legs.
"I had a lot of trouble with that
and have come a long way with it
over the years," Nieset said.
Only a junior, Nieset knows
that this year's season will bring
about better results. So far so
good, but with the MAC Championships Saturday, and the outdoor season around the comer,
times must come down.
"I think my mile is going to be
my best race," Nieset said. "(The
distance team has] a lot more
things we need to look at."
Nieset and the rest of the distance team know that they need
to start carrying more weight on
their backs.
"The throwers and the sprinters carried us, so that is a rivalry there, so we can show the
team that we can score points
too," Nieset said.
Nobody said this was going to
be easy, but at least for Craig
Nieset, he's having a ball doing
what he loves to do and that is all
that matters.
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MAC Men's Standings
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1
10
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17
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VVednesdrri Games
Isle Games Not Included
Charlotte 123. Phoe nisi 15
Atlanta 100, Indiana 87
Detroit 100, Washington 85
Orlando 95, Portland 84
Toronto 125, San Antonio »2
Minnas Ota at Vancouver (a)
Cleveland at LA. lakers (n)
Beaton at Golden State (n)

Philadelphia
New Janay
Florida
NY. Hanger.
Waahington
N.Y. Islanders
Tampa Bay

33
29
28
28
23

GF GA
16
190 143
153 134
17
18 13 69 165 137
24
201 167
151 166
29
156 171
47 153 177

W L T PU
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31 22 5 67
22 28 11 55
Hartford
22 28 8 52
20 26 12 52
Ottawa
Boat on
20 31 7 47
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Central Division
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34 22 4
Detroit
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St.Louis
28 26 6
Phoenix
27 28 4
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23 28 8 54
Toronto
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36 14 8 80
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28 25 6 62
riila.ii,
24 29 7 55
Vancouver
26 29 2 54
Anaheim
23 29 6 52
SanJoee
21 31 6 48
LoaAnaekn
19 33 8 46
Tiililli'.Gaases
Pittsburgh 4, Florida 2
Calgary 5, Buffalo 5, tie
Ottawa 6, Washington 1
Colorade 3, Boston 2. OT
Phoenix 6, Lea Angeles 1
Toronto 6, Vancouver 5
SanJoee 3. Dallas 1
WeoWsdsv'i Gamo
late Came Not ssdasM
MY. Manners 1. New Jersey L tie
Hartford 2. Philadelphia 2. tie
Detroit 4, Calgary 0
Toronto at Kdnxmton (n)
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Montreal
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Toledo 80, Ohio 69
Wadnsssdjn/. Result.
Akron 98, Central Michigan 55
Kent 73, Ball State 58
Miami 64, Bowling Green 59
Western Michigan 82, Eastern Michigan
77
Saturday's Games
Eastern Michigan at Ball State
Miami at Western Michigan
Toledo at Bowling Green
Ohio at Central Michigan

GA
135
169
174
197
177
192
205

Monday's Games

Eastern Michigan at Miami
Kent at Akron
Wednesday's Games
Bowling Greea at Onto
Akron at Eastern Michigan
Central Michigan at Kent
Western Michigan at Toledo
Ball State at Miami

MAC Women's Standings
Cent.
W
I
Toiedo-x
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2
Kent x
12
3
Bowling Green-x
10
5
Ball State-x
10
5
Miami-x
10
5
Ohio-x
8
7
Central Michigan
4
11
Eastern Michigan
4
11
Western Michigan
3
12
Akron
1
14
x-dinched berth in MAC Tournament

CCHA Standings
W
Michigan (28-2-3)
19
Lake Superior (19-11-4)
15
Miami (22-9-1)
16
Michigan State (18-10-3)
14
Bowling Greco (15-14-3)
10
Western Michigan (13-14-4) 9
Ohio State (11-22)
8
Ferris State (11-21-2)
7
AJaslca-Fairbanks (12-201
6
Notre Dame (8-22-1)
5

Pet.

x-dinched berth in MAC Toumarnrrt
Monday-. Rest*

170 209

GF
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MAC
W
I
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130 42
102 86
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64
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116
74
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65
93

Hct
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.800
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All
W
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16
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16
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8
7
3
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L
3
8
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10
8
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Pet.

.875
.667
365
.545
.667
.478
.348
.318
.130
.174

Monday's Resort

Toledo 95, Ohio 71
Wednesday's Game*
Central Michigan 66, Akron 56
Eastern Michigan 61, Western Michigan
58
Kent State 78, Ball State 66
Bowling Green 75, Miami 67

FricUy-s Heaofcs

Lake Superior 5, Ferris State 2
Miami 2, Michigan State 1
Michigan 3, Notre Dame 1
Alaska-Fairbanks 5, St. Norbert 1
Saturday's Results

Michigan State 6, Lake Superior 3
Miami 6, Ferris State 2
Michigan 6, Notre Dame 1
Alaska-Fairbanks 8, St. Norbert 0
Bowling Green 5, Western Michigan 3

Saturday's Games

•

Ball State at Eastern Michigan
Bowling Green at Toledo
Western Michigan at Miami
Central Michigan at Ohio

Sunday's Itcmins

Ohio State 4, Bowling Green 2 (nonleague)

Monday's Game-

Kent at Akron

M€NS ftnSKCTBnU vs. Toledo
SflTURDflV at 7:00 nND6RSON flR€Nfl
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HOCKEY

HOOPS
Continued from page five.
points from Stacey.
But BG missed a golden opportunity In the first half with Davis
on the bench for the final 9:50
after being called for two fouls.
BG led 18-15 when Davis went

to the bench, but Miami outscored the Falcons 19-10 over the
final 9:50 to take a 34-28 lead at
halftlme.

seasons.
"This is very tough," Daniels
said. "I felt like this year we had
the confidence to come in here
and pull it off."

The senior tandem of Daniels
and Larranaga for BG has gone
0-5 at Millett in their four

Bowling Green returns home
Saturday to take on Toledo.

Clark said.
Continued from page five.
The Falcons have also gone to
lot of confidence in our defense, the line more frequently, and
and when that happens, we dont have capitalized on that. In their
have to put people to the line," last three games, BG has scored

76 points from the charity stripe.
Their opponents have scored 39
points.
Clark believes this is due to a
better overall team effort.

FOULS ■

Continued from page five.
ference as to which team he
would rather face, only that he
would prefer not to travel to Saulte St. Marie to take on Lake Superior.
"I dont have a preference,"

Powers said. "I would prefer not
to go to Lake Superior, though,
because that's a long bus trip."

ing team, but they must compete
on a smaller ice surface than the /
BGSU Ice Arena.
Smaller ice
The teams will do battle at the
OSU Ice Rink that measures 185
Saturday night the Falcons are feet by 85. The Falcons are ac- I
at a disadvantage playing at Ohio customed to playing on the stanState. Not only are they the visit- dard 200 by 85.

->

(
Don't forget to pick up your Student Tickets for Saturday's game —

BG vs. TOLEDO!
J

V.,.
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that d«cnni.rijie.orencoori|f duxniwrwito* again ti an.
individual .if troop on the bam of rue. MI .color.Cftcd.
religion. naf-oriaJ origin, tciuai one"****. disability.
lUnn aa ■ veteran, or on (he baau of any other legally
protected Halm.
The BG New* re*efvc* (he nght 10 decline, diiconuiwe
or rcvi*e any atlvertiKment Micri a* ihme found to be
defamatory lack-nj tn factual bun. mnkading or fair*
in nature All adveniaemenu are *ubjeii u> editing and
appro..!
The BG Newv aa a forum open to the public. recogmnn
the impnvwbiliry of preventing all of dut type of nuWerliving and therefore encourage* out reader* to beware
Alwaya be familiar with a bwunew before tending money
orprovidingprnonalcrcdii infcwmaimn Pleaie remember, if it%ound» loo good to be truc.il probably n

IS YOUR GROUP TRYING TO PLAN A CAMPUS PROGRAM? Please come 10 the Programming Workshop on Tuesday. February
2S. 1997 at 7.00p.m. in the Capital Room of Via
University Union. Staff from the Office of Student Activities will be on hand to assist you in
cutting through the red tape while planning a
campus program If you have any Questions,
please feel free to contact the Office of Student
Life et 372-2843.

IS YOUR GROUP PLANNING ANY CAMPUS
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Then you need to
attend our Creative Programming Workshop
on Tuesday. February 25 at 7:00pm in the
Capital Room of the Union. Student Activities
staff win be offering helpful Ops as well as ottering guidelines on how 10 have a successful
program on campus. For more information contact the Office of Student Life et 372 2843.
le your professor (1 ? Lai us know I The 1987
Maater Teacher Award Nomination Forms are
available al all residence haHs.CoKege offices,
and tie Mien Alumni Center PKk up one today I

You can help u» by calling the ad*erm.n| departmeni at
4l9.»72-2ftO< wi*yourcornplatriuand»ufje«»i>na We
sail thai you pkaae provide your name. addreu. and phone
number, akmg with your vpniftc commenu With your
help we <an mate The BG New* a beier puhlaralion

CAMPUS EVENTS

Staying home for Spring Break???
Take part In the Undergraduate Alumni AaaocsaDon'sExtem Experience to make Alumni
contacts 8 gain practical experience in your
major field. Students win be matched witi
Alumni A complete a 20-30 hour exramahip in
arees in Oho 8 across the country.
An informational meeting about the Extern Experience wil be held February 25 at 9:1 Spm In
room 101 BA For more mfo call 372-2701.

"•HELP —
The BG News
is looiung for a
Olizen Tribute 224 print*
approximately lOyrs oW
to borrow for emergency- use

Take a study break
Come listen to Die Thursday Night Musicians
Tonight eao-epm
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
■freeFor more info cal 2 7184. sponsored by UAO

Willing to compensate (or use
Please call Barbara Miller
372-0328

8$ JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP II
APPLICATIONS
Nov. Available in 319 4 302 West Hall
DEADLINE: MARCH7.IN7

'•'Obsidian"'Obsidian"'
Writers, salespeople 8 desktop publishers
needed' Call 3722440 lor more info. Meetings
are held each Mon.,9pm@ 202 West Hall
•"Obsidian—Obsidian—

A Cup of CuHure
Wa have changed the time for cup of culture
Time: Every Thurl. 2 00-3 30pm
This Thursday. Feb 20th
Speaker: Bo anil share with you the
culture, lifestyle, and food of Thailand.
Place: Off campus student housing canter.
Please come join ua I
FREE anacks and dnnkel
Organized and sponsored by World Student
AiaociaPon
Come and Hike the Great Outdoor s'
Appelachlan Trail Spring Break Trip
North Carolina, March 21-30
11 SO- Bursar at*
Includes all equipment, T-shirt, and oompassSign-up Fab 10-28 In the UAO office. 330
Union. For more info call 2-7164, sponsored by
UAO
Free movie tonight - Myra Brackenridge
Gish Film Theater, Opm
Suasions, cal 2 7184. sponsored by UAO
Go sea the UAO Weekend Movies every Friday A Saturday at 8 and 11pm in Ofsc 111 tor
a chance to win a FREE UAO Spring Break
Tnp. The drawing will be held March 1st

University Computer Senrlcee
Spring 97 Semlnare
The following University Computer Services
Seminars wil be offered this spring. These free
seminars are open to anyone al BGSU. Please
bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminars (s). You
must can 372-2911 to register for the seminars.
A complete seminar list can be found on Ihe
WWW at:
hnpyiwww.bg su .edu/departments/ucs/sem
mars
VN and FTP foe Wlndowa (IBM) This seminar
covers the Internet applications VN (reading Internet news) and FTP (transferring lies on tie
Internet). Prior experience with Windows
Operating System is recommended. Attendees
must have a BGNet account, (created at least
48 hours poor to the seminar).
Mon. Feb. 24th from 2-4pm in 128 Hayes Hall
Wad. Feb 26th from lOam-noonin 128 Hayes
Advanced Hlrcoaolt Word (Mac). This seminar covers additional features of Mircosoft
Word and a few advanced features of tie
word-processing package. Prior experience
with Mircosoft Word is recommended.
Tues Feb. 25r7i from 1 -3pm in 126 Hayes
Thura. Feb. 27th from 2 4pm in 126 Hayes
Advanced Wrcoaoft Word (IBM). This sem
mar cover* additional features of Mircosoft
Word and a few advanced features of Vie
word-processing package Prior experience
with Mircosoft Word is recommended.
Mon. Mar 3 from 10am-noon in 128 Hayes
Wed. Mar. 5 from 10am-noon in 128 Hayes
Nawawetcher and Fetch (Mae).This seminar
covers the Internet applications NewsWatcher
(reading Internet news) and Fetch (tranfemng
files on the Internet). Prior experience with the
Macintosh is recommended Attendees must
have a BGNet account, (created at least 48
hours prior to the seminar).
Mon. Mar 10th from 1:30-3:30pm m 126
Hayes
Wed Mar 12th from lOam-noon in 126Hayes

Intro to Ulrcoeofl Excel lor Windows (IBM)
This seminar provides a basic Inaoducbon to
the users of Excel worksheets, including cells,
formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior
experience with the Windows Operating
System is recommended.
Wed. Mar. 12th from 2-4pm In 128 Heyoe
Frl. Mar. 14lh from lOam-noon 128Hayaa
Intro lo Mkcoeori Excel (Mec). This seminar
provides a basic introduction to the uses of
Excel worksheets, mcludina cells, formatting
text, numbers, and formulas Prior experience
of the Macintosh Operating System is recommended.
Frl. Mar. 14 from 24pm In 128 Hayea
Wad. Mar. 19 from 2 -4 pm I n 126 Heyea
World Wide Web. This seminar introduces tie
World Wide Web using Netscape. Topics include understanding links, bookmarks, search
engines, and how to locale informcDon on tie
World Wide Web.
Mon. Mar. 17 from ft-11 am in 126 Hayes
Tues Mar. 18 from 10am-noon in 126 Hayes
Advanced MlrcosoK Excel (IBM). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, Including spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros.
Prior experience with Excel or attendance lo Intro lAVcoeott E«cel for Windows is recommended.
Mon. Mar. 31at lrom2-4pm in 128 Hayes
Fri. Apr. 4th from 10am- noon in 128 Hayes
Advanced Mlrcoeofl Excel (Mec). This seminar covers advanced leatureeof Excel, including spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros
Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Mrcoeott Excel is recommended.
Tues Apr 1 si from noon 2pm m 126 Hayes
Wed Apr. 2nd from 2 4pm In 126 Hayes.

USG
USG
USG— USG
The Application deadline for
At Large Senator
has been extended until
Fri. Feb. 21 at 5pm
GIf you are still interested.
please call our office at
2-8116.
USG
USG
USG
USG

USG-USG-USG
Attention STUDENTS * FACULTYI
Friday is THE LAST DAY
TO SIGN UP FOR THE
USG UNIVE RSITY BANQUET
You can sign-up in 404 Student Services1
For ???? call 2-8116
Reminder: organizations must ban In their
sign-up sheets to 404 Student Services by Frl
at Spm
USG-USG "USG

Vision is meeting this Thurs. & off-campus
Student Center @ 8pm. Well be going lo play
pool af Downtown. Even/one is invited. Hope to
see you there I

WFAL presents
HYPEI
the story ol the SeeOle music scene
Wad. February 28
m the Gish film theater
Showings at 7pm and Opm
Admission: $2 00

CITY EVENTS

Football Tou'nament
Downiown
6pm Sundays
$5 an try par per son
Singles A Doubles Tournaments

3S2-0M2

IS YOUR GROUP PUNNING ANY CAMPUS
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Then you need to
attend our Creative Programming Workshop
on Tuesday, February 25 at 7:00pm in the
Capital Room of the University Union Student
Activities staff will be offering helpful hints aa
well as oflenrtQ guidelines on how lo have a
successful program on campus. For more information contact the Office of Student Life at
372-2843.

LOSTft FOUND
REWARD
Please help me find my gold bracelet w/ a
soccerball charm. It's been passed down 5
generations I will pay greafly for its return. If
lound call 352 9657.

BE NAMED THE
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USOI
USG will be awarding the
'USO ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
AWARD'
to the organization that best displays how
they have bonefffled tie BGSU A
Bowling Green community

Top 3 videos will be shown al USG'I 1st ANNUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET, MARCH 5 in
front ol administrators, faculty and fellow University org. members.
'(15 donation lo DANCE MARATHON ia re
quired lo enter. Videos A donations (checks
made payable to USG) can be sent»the USG
office in 404 Student Services
•Deadline Is Feb. 21. For more kilo, call
372-6026, or 3724116.
USG—USG--USG

FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 free mlnutee
$19.00 par month
Call Tedekfor details

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK I
A stud.nl only motel.
Break sway to the hottest action In Florida
where guys meets glrlel NEW mold on Ihe
ocean, rated AAA end Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, free MTV. Pool A welbar
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-In. Dont be left out of this Special
Promotion! http:/r\»ww.dsytone-lnn.com.
CALL 1-A00-682-0919.

Money for college. We can help you obtain
funding Thousands of awards available to all
students. Immediale qualification
' 8Q0O51-3393.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential & Caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.
S8X-SBX-SBX-SBX
Personalized Graduaton
Announcements
48 hour service
Mm order of 15
Stop in and see usl
353-7732
SBX * SBX ' SBX ' SBX
Sewing Alterations, etc.
Laurie
3541008

PERSONALS
829 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spring Break Headquarters Only $29 Per Personi Restngions Apply 1-800-224-4853.
ALPHA XI DELTA-ALPHA XI DELTAThe sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate Shannon Fortney on her lavaliermg to
Phi Kappa Tau's Kevin Kraft.
ALPH XI DELTA-ALPHA XI DELTAAMA AMA AMA AMA AMA AMA
American Marketing Associason
Social Night at BW 3s
Fri. 2/21 from 5-7
Ail AMA members and friends welcome
AMA AM A AM A AMA AMA AMA

AOTT AOTT AOTT Rush AOTT
Alpha Omicron Pi
celebraong 100 years of sisterhood.
scholarship, philanthropy & funM
Come A see what u is al about"
Tues. Feb. 18 A Thurs Feb. 20
at 6pm and Opm
AOTT House located next to Prout Hall
ATTENTION ALL STUDCNTSIII Granta A
achotarahlpa avallabla from aponaorsM! No
prapaymanta, avart!! &$SCaah tor col■ege$$>. For Info: 1-800-243-2435.
ATTENTION'! Student Organizations Directories and Spring Semester Supplements are
available • free ol charge - while supplies last in
The Office of Student Life. 405 SadrJemire
Student Services These directories include
the organizations that are registered on campus as weU as contact people and phone numbers for each group. Gel your copy NOW b supplies are limited

Featuring:
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfum.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

Call For more information

LOOKING

FOR

YEAR ROUND EMPLOY
ME NT?
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn 88 an hour A greet benefits
at UPS
Sign up at 360 Student Services
UPS is an E E.O employer

LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS
Paid Summer Intemehlpe Available
In Comrrv'IPC. Marketing, PR,
Social Work, Psych, Education. Recreation,
Aoct, Finance, Geography, History
Appllcatlona In Coop Office:
310 Student Senrlcee
LORAIN COUNTY RESIDENTS ONLY

GREEN CAR0 LOTTERY VISA
Fling tor the DV1008 lottery has begun Deadline is March 5th 55,000 visas will be issued
this year. For additional information send an email to CMcklri228Aipeol.com. or visit website: httpiWmembere. tripod, com rrra kedv

Papa John's'DM
Order PJ's Pizza
Thursday n ile
5:00pm - Mdnight
mention Dance Marathon
DM ■ Papa John's

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO-REC
WHIFFLE BALL • FEB. 26; W.M. A CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL - MARCH 5. ALL ENTRIES
ARE DUE BY 400PM IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE

PHI KAPPA TAU-PHI KAPPA TALIThe brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would tike to
thank all their dates lor making our party an antoyable erne and a great success.
PHI KAPPATAU-PHI KAPPATALT

KD-Chnstina Basarab*KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta congratulate ChnsDna on being named sister of the weekl Great
)Ob with Parent's Dayl

Phi Mu -Kappa Alpha-Phi Mu
Is this what you have been
waiting for?
Grab a dale and dash over
to the Phi Mu house so
that we can head Uptown)
Phi Mu-Kappa Alpha'Phi Mu

KKG-DG-KKG-DG-KKG-DG-KKG
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to thank our coaches ol Delia Gamma for
coaching us to victory i We had a great time'
First place In Synchronized Swimming
Second Place Overall
Spirit Award
KKO-DO-KKG-DG-KKG-DG-KKO

KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKGThe sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
lo thank the brothers of Delta Upsiton for
awondertul time at Anchor Splash I
KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG

Phi Sigma Kappa
Rush Phi Sigs
Phi Sigma Kappa
Any questions cal the
house at 372 2781
Phi Sigma Kappa
Good job Handball Team for an undefeated
season' Good Luck in the Playoffs
Phi Sigma Kappa

IMAGINE BG RADIATOR
The Unique Boutique

[

Most items
Throughout FlintryII

AUTO REPAIR

NOT JUSL RADUTORSI
Wa Are Now
CERTIFIED (Of A/C
REPAIR t RECHARGE

GRAND OPENING SALE.'
10-50% OFF
[
r

■
[
r
t
[
S!

•Heater Installation
-Heater Cores
-Water Pumps
-Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales, Installations
and Repair
1
tffl 352-5133 MH
520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN

rime is Running Outl

WELDING
SERVICE
\D SERVICE
in all your
is

Winthrop Terrace
Apartments
Is Now Accepting Applications For
Fall'97 & Spring'98!

Looking For Pan Time Work?
Earn S8 an hour A great benefits
at
UPS
Sign up al 360 Student Services
UPS is anE-E.O Employer

Office of Multicultural Affairs
Dinner Theatre
featuring
Black Anthology'97:
'Even/ Good-Bye Ain't Gone'
Saturday, Feb. 22,1007
7pm. University Union
Tickets: $15
For Ticket Into, cal Kay Taulker, 2-8357
If you miss the show on the 21st. it val be repealed on Fri.. Feb. 26 in Eva Marie SI.
Theatre Admission $3

i 445 E. Wooster
(Ay Ihe railroad tracks)
Mon fat II 9
Sunday 12 6
352-3306

lO p.m.-close
$1 Domestic
Drafts During
Happy Hours

Lasagna Special $3.00
(pick up or eat in only)
Campus Pollyeyes 362-0838

DZ-DZ-DZ-RUSH-DrOZ-DZ
Individually unique...
Together complete.
Delta Zeta
What Sisterhood was
meant to be.
Rush- Thursday at 0:00
Come to the Delta Zeta house
questions? Call Deyna 372-4800
or Nikki-354-3972
0Z-DZ-0Z-RUSH-DZ-DZ-DZ

VISIT OUR NEW STORE

Friday and Saturday
February 20 and 21

EP-KKG-SIG EP'KKG'SIG
EPKKG .
CongratulationsEmlly Goubeaux on your lavalienng lo Sigma Phi E pawn's Jemea He)ec
Webveyoul
KKG'SIG EP-KKG-SIG EP'KKQ-SIG
EP-KKG

To enter: -submit a 8 to 10 men. video lo
USO displaying their accomplishments A
strengths al BOSU A In BO.

SERVICES OFFERED

419-356-2005

KKG-SIG

GAMMA PHI BETA
Spring Ptadgn ctaaa of '97
Jamie Cleveland
Dawn Frenz
Willow Kotlan
Rachel Miracle
Sara Taylor
Lisa Tosenberger
Holly Vaske
Shawna White

•Campus Manor
•Rockledge
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manville Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

13040 BISHOP ROAD

352-9302

/

|
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Phi Sigma Kappa
Good Luck Dayon
true week aoamst Central
Michigan and Toledo'
Phi Sigma Kappa

USG'USG'USG
USG cordially invites all members ol
the University community to :
USG • i »l Annual University Banquet
March B, Lenharl Grand Ballroom, 7pm
Coal is $12 per person A is buraarabkt
Dinner will be provided 4 all proceeds will
be donated to DANCE MARATHON.

RUSH PHI MO
RUSH PHI MU
RUSH PHI MU

SCHOLARSHIP REMINOERIMI
Sudanis vno am intending on applying lor tw
Akjmni Chapter Scholarehipamuel submit [heir
appeoBDona 10 the Mrieb Alumni Center BY
1:00 pm ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24.
Exti* applications are available at the Alumni
Canter.
•MHUNQ BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANOPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. I POOLS. 1 INDOOR POOL.
HUGE BEACHSIDE MOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE. TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEO PARTY.
FREE INFO 1-800-41 •-••21
WWW.SANPPIPERBEACON.COM

Thon ON
Donl forget
Door to Door Fundraraing
This Weekend
Ouestions? Call 372-0530
TONITE AT BREWSTERS
LADIES NIGHT
HoaladOy
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Disco Jockeys

Please RSVP by Feb. 21
For more into, call the USG office
al372-8116or372-6028.
USG'USG'USG-

Your Child Can Experience French Culture
Without Leaving Bowling Green!
Children of BGSU faculty, staff, and graduate
and nontradiDonal students cast learn the basics ol the French language and become famil
tar with French culture in a tour-week course at
La Petite Ecole de la Malaon Francalee (The
Little School of the French House) on Saturdays. February 22 - March is Children, agea
6-12. will practice speaking French, play
French games and sing French songs during
the one-hour classes taught by the director and
residents at the BGSU French House, across
form McDonald Residence Hal on Ridge
Sreet. The coat is $32 for the entire tour-week
course For more informabon or to register. call
Continuing Educabon. International A Summer
Programs at 410-372-8181.

BGSU prolesaor looking tor long term eftV
ciency - 1 bdrm apt. unfum. but well maintained Preferably in private house or over ga
rage in quiet neighborhood Call 372 21 18

has been extended unbl
Frl. Feb. 21 at 5pm

DRUMMER needed lor prof, blues, improv
Band. Call Was O 353-7022

II you are sill interested.
please call our office at
24116.
USG
USG
USG
-USG
USG'USG'USG
Attention STUDENTS A FACULTVI
Friday n the LAST DAY
To sign up lor the
USG UNVIVERSfTY BANQUET
You can sign up In 404 Student Services'
For????call2-8116
Reminder: organizations must turn in their
sign-up sheets to 404 Student Services by Fri.
alSpm
USG-USG-USG

Summer roomale needed Female, own bdrm.
$i97.5tVmo. Cal 3S4-3133 or 2-7356 ask tor
Becca.

Sc holarahlp Opportunity
WBGU8S.1FM
is seeking a new General Manager tor tie
1097-06 school year. Looking tor energetic.
creative person with leadership qualities. Thai
scholarship covers tuition and general fees.
Turn m cover letter and resume to 321 West
Hall croGail by March 10ft.
Sitter needed. 2-3 afternoons/week
tor 2 school-age children.
Perrysburg area, References
req'd. caH before Ipm. 672-6262

Office cleaning evenings. t2-15hrs/wk
Own transportation required
CaH 3S2 S33S

PART IIMI
Less than 1 block from campus
$6 00 per flour to atari
Flexible Hours

Sony detachable face CD car stereo, model
•5460 Very good condition. $120 o.b.o.
Pktasecal Mart @ 352 9357.

INTERVIEWING
Monday through Friday
7:30am .4:30pm

FOR RENT

Summer Sublease' needed
Call Anne 354 2183

430 N. Enterprise
(Use Fudge St. entrance)
For additional information
please call
Molten (N A ) Corporation
410-354-8802
E.O.E.

•■ Renting Fast m
Apis ft Houses
87-96 School Year

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
No experience required. BeQin now. For into
call 301-429-1326.
• • BILLING ENTRY"'
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible hours.
Knowledge ol Windows helpful.
Call 800-835 0553
'"Obsidian" "Obeidiafi""
Writers, salespeople, A desktop publishers
needed I Call 372-2440 tor more into Meetings
a/e held each Mon. 9pm @ 202 West Hall
"'Obsidian" 'Obsidian'"
100 GymnasBcs Jobs: Children's Summer
Camps. NY. PA. MAINE Teach beam. bars.
floor, vault, dance, aerobtcs. Cal Arlene Sue
isand 1 600-443-6428 FAX: 516-933-7949.
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed) Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mtns.. NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box
234BG, Kemlworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276O098
Are you Looking tor sale.Vmarketing expenenoe? Student Publicalions is currently taking
applications for sales representatives. PostDons require 15-20 hours per week & last from
mid-April through June Gam valuable professional sales experience selling print advert) sing
A earn in excess of S2000 in 10 weeks. Stop by
204 West Had tor an application or call Toby at
372-0430 for more information
Best Sales Job in Bowling Green
this spring/summer.
Student pubbcabons is now accepting applications tor advertising sales representatives.
Earn great money & gain valuable sales experience). Post-tons require 15-20 hours per
week A last from M-d April through June. Slop
by 204 West Hall for an application or call Toby
at 372-0430 tor more inlbrmaDon.
COUNSELORS.

COACHES. ACTIVITY
LEADERS
CAMP STARLIGHT has good positions now
tor outgoing, enthusiastic SOPHS, JRS. SRS.
GRADS as cabm leaders A insi-uctors <r>
Baseball, Basketball, Lacrosse, Roller Hockey.
Swimming, Sailing, Water Skiing, Canoeing.
Tennis. Radio-Video. Ropes Course. Am ft
Crafts. Ceramics, Nature, Dance Leading coed camp in Mis. of PA Warm, friendly atmosphere, extensive facilities. (6/21 -6721) Field
wrxkAniernships encouraged Salary * travel
allowance For application, call 600-223-5737
or wnie 16 Chnlon St.. Marveme. NY 11565.

ma IJ). MM
NO COVER IV/ VALID COLLEGE 1.0. -51.00 AFTER HOP

FRIDAYS

CRLHSE SHIP EMLOYMENT
How would you Kke to work in exotic locations.
meet fun people, and get paid? Call:
206-971-3554 Ext C55441 {We are a research
andpubl.shing company).
FREETSHIRT&tlOOO
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, soronDes & groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping
15.00.VISA application Call 1 800 932-0526
ext 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

316E Marry*

630 N. Summit

Sudent Painters is currently hiring hard working, motivated individuals 10 Ml management
positions in select Cleveland, Cofumbue,
Dayton, A Toledo suburbs, aa well aa owMng
Green. Co-op and internship credit avail while
earning $7,000-0.000. Manager positions are
filled on a first come. Aral qualified basis For
more inlo. please cal 1-600-841-3793.
Summer Business irrigation sales ft. installation. Vehicle required. $flOOO/summer CaH
1-800-361-4074.
THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CLUB
Full Time Summer Poations Al Beautiful Lake
From Yachting Club Seeks Friendly Team
Players. Will Train Qualified Candidates Aa:

Fab. 21 • KID ROCK
Feb. 22 : Mathew Sweet and The Verve Pipe
Fob. 24: WILCO
March 23: The Presidents of the United Stales

SALE
IU/O Kjrr everything except coins

SATURDAYS

Now through Feb.

m

28

•50'$, 60'», 70'$ room
• Affordable antiques & collectibles

MOTH lEi/Ei; MUSIC FOR

m MASSES m DMce DISCO REJRO

3 rooms full
Including: Furniture, Indian Arrowhead*,
books, coins, music boxes.

SUBTERRANEAN LEVEL: Di DAVID WILL SPINS MODERN ROCK

SOUND FACTORY: TECHNO, HOUSE, ACID

12 month leases starting May 1997:
E Court fB-IBR Duplex Iper
son $345.UW
609 Fifth SI.-2BR Home-2person $460.Ulil
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls alter 8pm)

406

2 bdrm. apt. Al utilities paid
Close to campus. $450/mo.
Call 352 5475.

Servers
Busses
Hosl/Hoeless
Bartenders
Dock Attendanta/Groudkeepers
lifeguards
Incentive ProgramsvFlexible Hra/E xcoilent
Pay
Interviews Taken Now For Best Poations
Wednesday Thru Sunday
200 Yacht Ckib Drive
Rocky River, OH 44118
(216)333-1155

Avail lor Rent Aug l.'97
Close lo Univ. Year lease req'd.
-3 bdrm home exc. cond. $650
718 3rd Street
-3 bdrm apt 443 N. Enterprise $550
-1 bdrm apt. 443 N Enterprise $300
call 686-4651 Appointments only
For Rent: 1 block from campus, house: 239
Manville 3 bdrm. 1 bath 1 bdrm apt: 239
1/2Manville. Call 352-9392.

Ask For Kathy/Mark
Two Guys Big Noise
looking to start industrial band, synthesizer and
high lech smarts guy needed, serious artists
only. 353-04S0 anytime
Wan staff/bar staff tor banquet ft dining room
Elks lodge. 200 Campbell Hi> Rd Apply betwoen 1:30 and 4 00
Wanted 87 students Lose8-100lbs New me
tabolism breaktirough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed. $30 cost. Free gift
1 800 435-7591.

FOR SALE

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

J IE-

ANGUS
BEEF'

»! Awesome Cancun ft Jamaica Spnng Break
Speoalsl 7 Mghts Air ft Hotel From $4291 Save
$150 On Food. Drinks ft Free Parties' 111V
Lowest Price Guarantee! springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386

Receive an average of $100 in
CASH per month!
Donate the allowed twice a week and receive^
$10.00 on your first donation and
$15.00 on your second donation!
New Donors Receive $20 On
Their First Donation!

Free Feb. rent. Female subleaser needed immediately. 2 blocks Irom campus. $155/mo
plusutil 354 8271

si Awesome Florida Spnng Break' Panama
City! Room Wirfi Kitchen Near Bars S119' Day
tona Best Location $139! Flonda's New Hots
pol-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 sprtngbreak-

Houeee for Rent' The following houses are for
rani tor 97-98 school year All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay all utu.. sec. dep , parental guarantee req no pets
1.116 Ridge Rear 1 BR apartment 2 blocks
from campus. Avail. 5/16797. Rent $275/mo.
collected quarterly Phone 353-4071 ask ten
ants to view.
2 233 W. Merry- -4 BR large house, must have
4 unrelated tenants Avail 8/18797. Rani
$780/mo. collected quarterly. Slop by and ask
tenants to view
3. 714 Elm-Large 3 BR. 2 bath house. Avail
8/16797. Rent $780/mo. collected quarterly
Phone 354-6114 ask tenants to view
For more Information or to sign a laaee,
contact Arbor Enterprises al 154-2854.
Locally owned end managed.
Houses/18 2 bdrm turn apts year, 9 mo , A
summer leases 352-7454
Must subls 640 8th St. 2 bdrm apt Spacious
Irving Incl membership to spa A pool. Avail,
now until Aug. $425 mo. plus mi! Deposit req.
1 419 2784922
Need tenants for summer, lail&spnng, CaH
Christina 353-0130
Now accepting Rental Aplkcations for Fall And
Summer leases. Call 3544800.
Now Renting Rooms
Spring Semester
Call 35^0325
One A Two bdrm apts. available. University
Courts A University Village located at Clough
and Mercer Call 35? 01 fx
One bdrm apt two blocks from downtown BG.
quiet neighborhood, very race, no pets.
$33Q7mo.,util Avail March l Call 287-4943
Room avail in BG home. Grad male prel Cal
352-1631 or 354-6701. leave message.
Subleases Needed NOW! In Cambridge
Commons
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom, $450/month. Avail, til AuQust Call 353 2169.
Wanted One roommate for 97-98 year. Nice.
clean, good bldg Call 353-3321 Ask lor Mike.

DAYTONA BEACH
Fmm$229

rromW

BUS e. HOTU

HOm ONLY

• Round trip transportation via
deluxe motorcooch
• 6 or 7 night accommodations
ot ocean front hotels
• Full Hme Breakaway staff on
location

fll Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruoei e Days $2791 Includes All Meals. Parties ft Taxes' Great Beaches ft tegntMei
Leaves from Ft Lauderdalel spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.

FOR DETAILS OR TO BOOK CALL
1 -800-465-4257 EXT. 375

Breakaway
Tours
146 North Main

Bowling Green

www.breakowcrwytours.corn

Cable Descrambler Kit
$14 95- See ALL the channels
1-(800) 752-1389
For sale: Mac powerbook
16/1GB
W/6XCD-ROM
Never used

1400C/117
Bought

in

December.
Asking $2000 Call 418-872-9555
MUST SELL COMPUTERI
Macintosh LC II complete wirh pnnter
$600 or best offer
352-0317
PonBac Fiero '87 5 Speed. VS. A/C.
prwindows. p/locks. Alloy wheels. Stereo
$1900 Cal 352 5595.

353-6300

MONTHLY FEE SCALE

Avail 871/97.1 yr lease call 352 9371

SPRING BREAK PARTY '97

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceilings,

car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 month
lease. Starts at $600.

M-W11-6 Th-Sat 11-8

PLASMA IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Save Lives and Earn MoneyL

Management Inc.
Management Inc.
NEW APARTMENT
FOR FALL 1997
1 & 2 bdrms, corner of
Reed & N. Enterprise.
Rent starts at
375/mo.+Utilities.
For more info, call
353-5800

New New New New New

great
scores...

parking. Starts at $340/

Hillsdale Apts., Large studios
high vaulted ceilings, unique
floor plans and car ports. 12
month lease starts at $350.

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of
month ♦ elec.

Management Inc.

dgft
great
skills...
Kaplan helpa you focus
your teat prap studies and
your confidence, ao you can

Efficiency Apartments, 215
E. Poe Rd.. Starts at $230. All
utilities included. Half the
security deposit holds it now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St The Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heaL
A/C, starting at $340/monlh.

gat a higher acore.

255-6772

1-800-KAP-TEST

Donating only takes approximately 45 minutes,
& is completely sterile & safe.

KAPLAN

I

horngam to9p.m.

(■outs ol Ground, lor Though)

It Makes Good Cents
To Donate Plasma

350 W. Woodruff Avenue • Toledo, OH 43624

Listing Avail. 24 Hra.
316 E Merry #3
Or Call 353-032S

194 S. Main

209 IXI. SUPERIOR Hill
INFO LirVE: 419-243-4449 OR 4446

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

1-2 bedrooms
lor 1-4 students
Also Rooms avail, and more

3 Bedroom House for Rent
Nope».$520/mo .utl
12 mo. lease starting in May.
cal 354-8146 before 9:00pm

Iravolcom ■600 6/6 6386

'B.g. Antiques

For Rent
1 or 2 bdrm, apis on University Lane 8 Clough
1 bdrm lurnished al 117 S Prospect
2 bdrm house al 132 Ada
2 bdrm house al 829 Fifth

GREAT 1 or 2 bdrm apt avail NOW, 354-5144
Leave message lor Melissa, $$? Was taftll
Cheapll

Pi lime wraiiperaon needed ai BG Country
Club. Musi be able » work some lunches Apply In person al 023 Falrview. 352-3100.

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 positions1 Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mts . PA. Good salary/tips' (906) 669-3339

..il'liH-y.VH

sex • SBX • sex • SBX
Limited Time Only
Lettered BGSU Jackals
only $52 95 lirjg sizes)
Check out |acket specials Savings Galore
SBX ' SBX " SBX ■ SBX

SUMMER SU8LEASERS NEEDED. Ntce
house very dc*e to campus Cal 352-9777 tor

* Come see video presentabona about Univers
>ty organizations! USG will be awarding THE
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR AWAROI
* An award will be given 10 the organization
with the moat members in attendancei

WANTED
USG
USG
USG
USG
The Application deadline for
At Large Senator

SuDttfUaV. needed for Summer 1907 Fumtahed.Low rent. Spaooua aprt Pay Electric
Ony Call Cheryl. Katw at 3S3-1S3?

Thursday. February 20. 1997

get a higher score

Management Inc.
For ■ complete list atop by our
office, 1045 N. Main, or call
353-5800

SUMMER
JOB
IN BG
Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
Summer Sales
Representatives.
Students will gain
professional sales
experience and can
earn up to $2,000 in
10 weeks.
This is business to
business sales and
done by appointment
only, no door to
door. Representatives
will work 15-20 hours
per week from midApril through June.
Hours are flexible.
Stop by 204 West
Hall for an application or call Toby at
372-0430 for more
information.

